SOLAR
CATALOGUE
A comprehensive range of solar
modules,
solar
inverters,
solar
batteries, solar lights and complete
solar system installation.

INTRODUCTION
PowerHut is leading as one of the sustainable
energy future and a fastest growing enterprise
with independently owned solar system designs
and installations in Maharashtra.
Our cost advantaged solar technology promotes
smallest carbon foot prints and energy efficient
systems at lower rates. As a premium solar panel
dealer and installer, we provide a complete solar
power solution to residential, commercial and
industrial properties. With a higher level of
expertise and better service, we aim to introduce
a clean and green energy throughout India.
PowerHut presents a culture where we work
together to improve the productivity and provide
customers with energy efficient systems which
provides them with proactive customer service
and the satisfaction of investment in the terms of
self-sufficed energy requirements, excellent cost
cutting and a sense of pride in showing off their
step towards a cleaner and greener environment.
We are helping change the world.
Let us initiate from our homes.

WHAT IS SOLAR ENERGY?
Solar energy means the energy received from the
sun and is the most important source of energy for
all living forms. The energy has been produced by
the sun for billions of years and enough of this
energy is hitting the Earth every hour to meet all
of humanity's power needs for an entire year. It is
most abundant renewable source of energy
available free of cost and unlike non-renewable
sources such as fossil fuels it can be used at a
higher rate.
Solar panel harnesses the natural energy of the
sun to produce electricity. Solar cells absorb the
visible rays of solar radiation and convert them to
electricity for our power usage. Solar Panels don’t
need direct sunlight to produce electricity but
generates most energy in direct sunlight.
Solar-powered photovoltaic (PV) panels convert
the sun's rays into electricity by exciting electrons
in silicon cells using the photons of light from the
sun. This electricity can then be used to power
your home or business.

SOLAR PANELS CAN PRODUCE POWER EVEN
WITHOUT DIRECT SUNLIGHT.
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CURRENT SCENARIO OF SOLAR ENERGY
Solar energy in India is emerging to be an attractive and reliable alternative for
meeting our energy needs. Indian government has been taking major steps in making
solar energy a major and a viable source of electricity in the near future. India has
already made many world class solar power plants, so much so that 2 out of 10
biggest solar plants are in India itself. India has established nearly 42 solar parks to
make land available to the promoters of solar plants. In the decade ending March
2020, India expanded its installed solar power capacity by 233 times from 161 MW to
37,627 MW.
Among the renewable sources of energy, solar energy has a huge potential for power
generation in Maharashtra. There are 250-300 days of clear sun with an available
average radiation of 4 to 6 kWh/sq.metre over a day. There is a capacity to generate
1.5 million units/MW/year through solar photovoltaic systems & up to 2.5 million
units/MW/ year through solar thermal systems. Maharashtra is already in process to
boost this enormous source and interested solar project developers can submit their
proposals to MEDA.
Maharashtra continues to support and build multiple solar power plants in the coming
years and it's inevitable that solar energy will become a major source of electricity in
Maharashtra. We recognize these facts and so work on providing everyone an
opportunity to reap benefits from it. There are hardly any projects that get such
immense respect and support from the government.
Indian Government also had a target of 20 GW for 2022, this target was achieved 4
years early and so a net target of 100 GW solar capacity was set by 2022. This
amount of enthusiasm among the enterprises guarantees the viability of solar energy
as one of the most profitable investments of the time.
Rooftop systems too have immense demand as a total 2.1 GW capacity of solar
rooftop power plants have already been installed. 70% of which comprises the
commercial and Industrial sector and the remaining are for Individual Households.
Paying the electricity bills have become a thing of the past for many, and we can help
you to get there too. Because of Net-Metering solar rooftop systems have become
extremely viable one time investment that you can reap benefits for many years,
helping you increase profits and reducing expenses.

OUR VISION
We recognize that solar power is emerging as one of the mainstream source of
power generation and will contribute significantly to the future energy mix all over
the world. We are fully committed to contribute to innovation and growth
in renewable energy across the rural areas as well as the expanding industrial areas
throughout Maharashtra and India.
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SOLAR PRODUCTS
Solar PV System
(Solar Power Plant)
Solar energy is directly converted into
electricity using Solar or Photovoltaic
(PV) cells. The power generated
through solar is used to run all the
electrical appliances and electronics
at residential level. These systems
can be installed at industrial and
commercial sites to run heavy
machines and equipments all at a
time without depending on the
DISCOMs.

Solar Water Heaters
Solar water heating system is a
device that uses solar energy to heat
water for domestic, commercial, and
industrial needs. Heating of water is
the most common application of
solar energy in the world. A typical
solar water heating system can save
up to 1500 units of electricity every
year, for every 100 litres per day of
solar water heating capacity.
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SOLAR PRODUCTS
Solar Street Lights
Solar streetlights are designed to
work throughout the night for
illumination of outdoor premises.

Solar Traffic Lights
Solar traffic lights are signalling
devices powered by solar panels
positioned at road intersections,
pedestrian crossings and other
locations to control the flows
of traffic.

Solar Water Pumps
Solar energy run pumps to support
field irrigation or water supply to
communities.

Smart Modules for inverter
battery charging
Solar panels with built-in charge
optimizer or charge controller so as
directly charge inverter battery thus
reducing accessories cost.
Cost Saving - Charge your existing
batteries directly using Solar Panels
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SOLAR PRODUCTS
Solar Emergency Lights
A battery-backed lighting device that
can be charged using solar panels as
well as AC supply to be used for
camping, power-cuts or emergencies

Solar Chargers
A battery-backed lighting device that
can be charged using solar panels as
well as AC supply to be used for
camping, power-cuts or emergencies

Solar DC Lights & Fan
Solar Powered DC equipment set for
general or domestic use to run DC
light and fan setup for comfort.

Solar Home Lights
Solar Powered DC device for long
duration power backup for lighting
and electronic devices charging.
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ON GRID SOLAR POWER SYSTEM

In an On Grid system, the user and the DISCOM are binded by the NetMetering Contract, which enormously benefit both the parties.
In the non-solar houses, the electrical energy is imported, as per the need, and
DISCOM charges an amount based on the number of electrical units consumed
by the user.
But in an On Grid Solar system enabled house, the energy requirements are
met by the Solar Power plant installed on the roof. During day time, the
system generally generates more energy than required, this extra energy is
automatically exported to the grid, and that amount is registered on a NetMeter.
While during the night, when the system is shut down, the energy
requirements are met by importing the electrical energy from the grid, which
again is recorded on the Net-Meter.
This is where our team helps you to obtain a Zero Rupees Bill, by calculating
your demand, and designing your Solar System, such that the amount of
energy imported is matched or surpassed by the Electrical units exported for
a major part of the year.
Take a look at this table as an example. Here ‘Units Tally for billing is only
used when Units imported is greater than Units Exported, otherwise its taken
as ‘0’.

Suitable For:
Users with stable electrical connection with DISCOMs.
Users in area with lower frequency of power cuts.
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OFF GRID SOLAR POWER SYSTEM

This is a more traditional setup, with no contact with the DISCOMs,
and all the power that’s generated is used by the user and the
extra energy is stored in the batteries.
This stored energy can be then used when the demand is higher
than the generation or during the night when the solar system is
OFF.
This system requires no sanctioning and no paperwork and hence
can be installed without any delay, as per convenience.
A switch can be used to switch between Solar System and the
Grid. To ensure uninterrupted power supply.
Suitable For:
Institutions, which operate only during the day, or the
Majority of the operations carried out during the day.
Areas with frequent power outages.
Areas with no connectivity to the grid.
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GENERAL APPLICATIONS OF
SOLAR POWER SYSTEMS
RESIDENTIAL
There are various applications of Solar Power Plants that can
benefit you directly or indirectly and have a vast impact .
Individual Level
An ON-Grid solar system can be useful to direct reduce
your electricity bill to zero, resulting in huge savings.
The OFF-Grid system will make you completely
independent will never have to worry about frequent
power outages in your area.

Society/Complex/Colony Level
An On-Grid system is a highly recommended investment as
the electricity bills of societies are big, and such power
plants will help completely reduce the electricity bill to
zero.
Larger societies with multiple lifts, water supply pumps,
constantly running fire safety and hydrant pumps, etc. can
reap the maximum benefit from this power plant. Also can
be used for Premises and Floor lighting and illumination
and other purposes which can help in cost cutting.
This savings in electricity bill will also help an individual as
this will result in lower monthly maintenance charges.
This kinds of investment in solar power system not only makes
your property energy and cost efficient; but also makes it look
elegant, tech-savvy and more attractive for buyers and
greatly helps in increasing the resale value of your
house/property.
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COMMERCIAL SECTORS
As mentioned earlier a solar system can benefit each and
every person, including the Commercial consumer.
An On-Grid system is the best solution for every kind of
commercial establishment ranging from shops, offices,
banks, IT companies, schools and institutions, etc.
As the electricity consumption bills are generally a major
part the expenses in these sectors, an On-Grid solar
system can greatly benefit a company by directly reducing
the electricity bills.
Opting for On-Grid system ensures smooth functioning of
each and every equipment like air conditioners, computers,
servers, etc. without any problem.
We cannot emphasize enough on how helpful this
investment is for a commercial sector but surely can take
the best from it.

INDUSTRIAL SECTORS
Industrial sector is the largest consumer of electricity and
hence they can benefit the most from a solar system.
The major and direct benefit being the reduction in the
electricity bills and it can help a lot to maximize profits as
electricity bills cover one of the major expenses.
Being connected to the grid as well as the solar system,
each and every heavy machinery will operate flawlessly
without any drops in performance.
This will also help as your support to green initiative will
greatly benefits reputation in the market and hence will
make you a favorable business partner for others.
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SOLAR PUMPS
Solar pumping system can be used for irrigation purpose or
for water supply at domestic or community levels in the rural
areas where electricity supply are not up to mark. These are a
great help for the farmers of our country as they can run a
pump where the grid connection is not readily available. Solar
water pumping systems save your fuel or electricity costs with
little maintenance and a long product life.

SOLAR ENERGY FARMS
A Solar Energy Power Plant or Solar Energy Farm can be set
up on a piece of any piece of land which is generally not
suitable for other purposes. Such plants not only help in
making country energy efficient but also takes a huge leap in
protecting environment.
This electricity can be sold to the state DISCOMs directly at
predetermined feasible rates or can be used for private,
industrial or commercial use at personal levels.
This is the one of the fastest growing businesses around the
world.

SOLAR PARKING SHEDS
This is one of the growing and trend-setting applications of
solar power developing these days. This can be used in any
planned parking spot in private, public, commercial or
residential places. The power generated can be used for any
purposes. The near future application of these Power Sheds
can be made for charging electric vehicles.
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PowerHut deals with solar power plant
installation at domestic and industrial scale. We
focus on maximizing your profit and savings by
cutting down the costs of electricity bill, while at
the same time ensure to deliver with Energy
Efficient system, Quality equipment, Reliable
After-sale Service and Hassle-free maintenance.

WHAT
WE
DO?

We specialise in Engineering, Procurement and Construction of solar
powerplants across all types of sites ranging from Domestic,
Residential, Industrial, Solar Energy Farms and everything in between.
We believe in keeping our customers at ease so we support every step
required for a certain Solar System Installation, including most of the
permissions documentation & paperwork.

PowerHut covers following processes
Design & Engineering

Electrical Work

For System Structure
Installation.

(1) Wiring of Modules.
(2) Cabling from modules to DC
Distribution box.
(3) Cabling from DC distribution
box to Inverter.
(4) Earthing.
(5) Inverter to LT line cable laying
(Extra and at actual).

Net metering and
Approval of DISCOM
(wherever required).

Warranty Claims
as per
Terms and Conditions

(1) System design.
(2) Engineering Drawings.
(3) Detailed bill of material
& Project report

Civil Work

Free After-sales Service, Condition Monitoring and
Regular Check-up Visit for 1 year from the date of
final commissioning and DISCOM's contract.
We also deal with maintenance of your pre-installed solar system, like
cleaning of solar power plant, regular check-up for optimum operating
conditions and more.
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PRIMARY PV COMPONENTS
PowerHut provides you with the highly efficient products for
your PV System. We deal in various premium brands like:

SOLAR PANELS
We provide solar panels from:

And many more as per
customer's requirement.
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PRIMARY PV COMPONENTS
PowerHut provides you with the highly efficient products for
your PV System. We deal in various premium brands like:

SOLAR INVERTERS

We provide efficient solar inverters from:

And many more as per
customer's requirement.
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SECONDARY PV COMPONENTS
These include all the devices and accessories required for
efficient functioning of PV Power Plant. These are as below.
Panels Mounting structure
Structure of G.I or Hot dip galvanised material used for
mounting panels. Panels can be mounted directly on tin sheds
or using mounting structure in an open area or on a terrace.

DCDB - Direct Current Distribution Box (Panels to Inverter).
ACDB - Alternating Current Distribution Box (Inverter to Netmeter).
This contains 1-phase or 3-Phase MCB, Fuse, SPD and ABS
Enclosure with RYB Indicator as per the system requirements.
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SECONDARY PV COMPONENTS
AC/DC CABLES
2 core cables from panels to
inverter DC wiring.
2 core and 4 core cables for
single phase and three phase AC
wiring respectively from inverter to
net-meter

Lightning Arrester
To protect the panels and system
from lightning during storm or bad
weather in a range of about 50
meters diameter
Netmeter
Bi-directional meter to
synchronise the power
from Solar PV system and
Discom's Grid.

Generation Meter
Installed for displaying
units
generated
and
consumed.

The readings from these meters are collected by the DISCOMs
and you receive a bill accordingly.
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SECONDARY PV COMPONENTS
Batteries
Optional
accessory
to
be
installed for power storage and
backup to be utilized during
power-cuts.

Other Miscellaneous Accessories
MC4 connectors, fasteners, mid and end clamps, etc.
Earthing and Grounding of System.
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WE ARE AFFILIATED WITH

VARUNRAJ

ENGINEERING AND SERVICES
We offer total water solutions for industry, homes and communities. Integrating
process technology, design engineering and project management capability, we
take end-to-end responsibility for planning, integrating and managing water on
supply, quantity, quality, discharge and environmental fronts. By creating
quantifiable benefits for our customers, we demonstrate how efficient water
management is a value investment.
We are involved in:
Sales , Service , E&C , O&M and Retrofitting work of water & waste water
treatment plants.
Pre-treatment Plant – Clarifiers – Conventional /HRSCC/TS.
Water Treatment Plants - Filters (Sand / Carbon)/ Softeners/ DM plant.
Sewage Treatment Plants (STP) – SBR/MBBR/MBR Based.
Effluent Treatment Plants (ETP)
Reverse Osmosis (RO) Plants - BWRO/SWRO Based
Ultra-Filtration (UF) Plants.
Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD) – Evaporator /Crystallizer/Solid Waste
Management.
Electrical & Instrumentation, PLC Automation work.
Trading of Chemicals/Piping/ Valves, instruments & other equipment.
Domestic /Household Water Treatment System.

9326538895 / 7020402718

powerhutsolarsolutions@gmail.com

www.powerhut.in
Regd. Add.: B-6, Krishna Vihar, Swami
Samarth Nagar, Alibaug. Dist. Raigad, MH.
powerhut_solar

powerhut

powerhutsolar

